
Meeting Buildings- The Dana Brown Overnight Center has two meeting building each equipped with a 

kitchen, restrooms, mess hall and climate controls.  

Assembly Building- Originally a barn built in the 1800’s, the Assembly Building offers a large-rustic 

meeting space. Perfect for a family gathering or a corporate meeting, this building can comfortably seat 

60 individuals. Amenities include two restrooms, a pull down screen for presentations, kitchen 

(stove/oven, refrigerator, microwave, dishwasher, plates, bowls, cups, mugs, utensils), industrial coffee 

maker, indoor fireplace, and an outdoor fire pit. 

Maximum Capacity: 60 comfortably seated, 75 max capacity 

Adlyne Freund Center- - The Adlyne Freund Center is an original structure upon purchase of the 

property. Once a hunting lodge, this building has been updated to include two restrooms, a pull down 

screen for presentations, kitchen (stove/oven, refrigerator, microwave, dishwasher, plates, bowls, cups, 

mugs, utensils), industrial coffee maker, indoor fireplace, and an outdoor fire pit. 

Maximum capacity: 30 comfortably seated, 40 max capacity 

Overnight Cabins- There are four sleeping cabins tucked into the surrounding woodland at the Dana 

Brown Overnight Center offering a perfect overnight retreat amidst nature with comfortable amenities. 

Each cabin is climate controlled with heating and cooling and each has one restroom. These cabins are 

equipped with bunked bends that can sleep between 15-19 individuals each. Groups may rent between 

one or all four cabins based on cabin availability.  

Maximum Capacity: 15-19 individuals per sleeping cabin, 60 max capacity 

 

Pricing: $500 per sleeping cabin for the 1st night, $375 per sleeping cabin each consecutive night 

$200 for the first day (Assembly Building or AFC), $150 for each consecutive day 

 Exclusive Full-Site Rental: 2-days, 1 night: $2,700; 3-days, 2-nights: $4,500 

 

Contact the Events Coordinator for more information on ZMD and not-for-profit rates. 

If you are interested in reserving a space at Shaw Nature Reserve or if you have any questions, please 

contact: 

Bailie Kleekamp, Events and Outreach Coordinator 

(314) 577-9529 or bkleekamp@mobot.org 

 

 


